
Hockey Skills Consultant/Specialist
Dan Selin

Individual Players & Teams
Identifying individual players’ skill deficiencies, designing the 
correction process and a specific plan for each team

Organizations
Empowering organizations, coaches, and 
mentors through ‘on’ and ‘off-ice’ seminars

Business Opportunities
Offering individuals the opportunity to start their own 
MMSP Hockey Training Program Hockey School

MMSP Scientific Hockey Training is different 
than all other Hockey Training Programs

Re-thinking how we train to develop skilled hockey players 
and reduce head and body injuries.

MMSP creator Dan Selin has over 42 years experience and has published a 
Skating Skills DVD and a Stickhandling Skills DVD

mmsphockey@gmail.com
call: 705 471 6604



MMSP Training is:

•	 muscle memory skills patterns	for	skating	and	stickhandling	skill	development

•	 based	on	scientific	theories

•	 able	to	create	a	player	who	can	play the game with his/her heads up

•	 proven	to	reduce intentional and unintentional injuries

•	 the	first	complete	skills	development	plan	for	creating a skilled hockey player

•	 focused	on	training singular neurological skill patterns	for	skating	and	stickhandling

•	 adaptable	to	combining	the 93 skill patterns	to	create	a	skilled	player

•	 responsible	for	heads-up	play	through	the	program’s learned vision skills

•	 applying all the 93 skill patterns	in	the	game’s	one-on-one	battles

•	 designed	for player self-assessment	of	skating-edges	carved	into	the	ice

•	 designed	with	a	logical	stickhandling	skills ‘number-system’ for easy skill identification

•	 designed	to teach the neurological skills needed to	perform	in	the	game	of	hockey

•	 a	proven	scientific	method	that trains the individual player first	and	foremost

•	 a	process	with	a start, an end, and a correction process	throughout	the	program

•		 the direction in which hockey needs to go	to	create	skilled	players

hockey 

MMSP Hockey 
is based on 
individual 
neurological skill 
patterns needed 
for a player to 
become a skilled 
hockey player.

The science 
behind MMSP 
Training produces 
skilled hockey 
players quickly.

This is why MMSP Training is Different 1



MMSP is 
founded on
science in 
relation to the 
human body 
mechanics.

Therefore 
MMSP can 
create a 
worthy 
hockey player
regardless 
of skill level,  
age, size, or 
gender.

The Science behind the MMSP Hockey Developmental Plan

MMSP Training is different than any other Hockey program.	
MMSP	Hockey	Training	is	the	only	program	that	focuses	on	the	individual	neurological	skill	
patterns/movements	needed	to	skate	and	stickhandle.	

MMSP	stands	for	Muscle Memory Skill Patterns	and	is	founded	on	the	Laws	of		Science,	
specifically	neurological	training.	MMSP’s	advantage	is	that	it	is	the	first	neurological-based	hockey	
program	that	defines	the	interaction	between	a	player’s	vision	+	the	body’s	muscles	+	skate	edges	
skill	patterns	+	hockey	stick	skill	patterns	+	the	brain.	

Neurological	training	is	the	science	of	identifying	a	movement	or	combination	of	movements	a	
hockey	player(s)	needs	to	master	through	repetition	–	therefore,	creating	muscle	memory.	Muscle	
Memory	is	the	body’s	ability	to automatically remember a particular motion or a combination 
of movements	-	muscles	and	brain	working	together,	creating	‘muscle	memory	patterns’	
(remember	muscle	memory	is	not	stored	in	the	muscles,	but	memory	stored	in	your	brain).		Muscle	
Memory	occurs	when	a	movement	is	transformed	from	a	conscious	movement	to	an	automatic	
movement.	Playing	in	Automatic	Mode	is	achieved	when	a	hockey	player	has	mastered	all	of	the	
Skating	and	Hockey	Stick	neurological	movements/executions	on	the	ice.		Playing	in	automatic	
mode	is	the	only	time	a	player	can	keep	his/her	head	up.	Anything	less	than	achieving	automatic	
mode	will	consume	the	brain’s	thinking	process	(neurological	demands)	about	skates	and/or	
hockey	stick	execution;	hence,	the	player	will	have	his/her	head	down	with	reduced	vision	skills.	

You	cannot	‘ask’	a	player	to	play	heads-up	hockey,	nor	can	you	‘mentally	will’	heads-up	play,	nor	can	
you	‘emphasize’	heads-up	play. Playing heads-up hockey is a science	and	can	only	be	achieved	
by	targeting	specific	neurological	skating	and	hockey	stick	skill	patterns.	As	well,	continued	
skill	execution	enhances	‘fine	and	gross	motor	skills’	for	a	quicker	and	more	efficient	movement	
resulting	in	player(s)	and/or	teams	playing	better	and	safer	hockey.
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MMSP:
the science. 

MMSP is scientific	in:

1	 how	the	Peripheral	Nervous	System	(vision)	and	the	Central		Nervous	System	work	
together

2	 the	laws	of	physics	-	potential	energy,	kinetic	energy,	and	friction	–		and	how	they	
relate	to	skating

3	 Newton’s	3rd	law	–		how	it	applies	to	skating	and	arm	movement

4	 Muscle/Memory

5	 the	mechanics	of	skating:	
	 •	science	in	3	ankle	flexions	and	how	they	relate	to	skating	skills
	 •	science	in	MMSP’s	12	skate	edges	are	the	foundation	to	becoming	a	great	skater
	 •	science	in	57	skating	skill	patterns
	 •	science	in	skate	edge	markings	in	the	ice	and	how	edge	execution	is	related	to				
		 		deep	knees-potential	energy
	 •	science	in	outside	and	inside	skate	edges	and	how	they	relate	to	skating	skill			
			 		patterns

6	 3	parts	of	the	skate	blade	and	how	they	are	used	in	skating	skill	patterns 	–
	 1/	toe	portion,	2/ centre	of	blade,	and	3/	heel	portion

7		 the	hockey	stick	length	and	how	it	effects	your	skating	skills
	
8	 the	muscles	used	in	skating

9	 maintaining	proper	body	posture	while	skating	–	bones	and	muscles	work	
together	for	efficient	skill	execution

10	 stickhandling,	passing,	and	shooting	skills	

11	 skating	and	stick	skills	training	(neurological	training)

12	 the	science	in	MMSP’s	22	Stickhandling	Skill	Patterns
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Understanding the science in having a deep knee bend:

Applying	the	Laws	of	Physics	(Energy/	Motion/	Friction)	to	skating	can	be	defined	as	an	
Energy	in	Motion.	Energy	in	Motion	is	achieved	when	Potential	Energy	is	turned	into	Kinetic	
Energy.	Potential	Energy	is	exerted	when	a	Hockey	Player	bends	his/her	knees	downward	into	
the	ice.	This	downward	knee	motion	engages	the	muscles	to	act	like	‘springs’,	creating	a	force	
between	the	skate	blade	edge(s)	and	the	ice	surface.	This	force	is	defined	as	Kinetic	Energy	in	
Motion.

In	skating,	friction	is	used	to	stop	by	bending	your	knees	downward	–	perpendicular	to	the	
direction	of	travel.	The	muscles	become	‘spring’	loaded,	exerting	a	force	downward	to	the	
skate	blade	edge(s).	This	force	into	the	ice	(from	the	skate	edge(s))	causes	friction	and	the	
Kinetic	Energy	of	Skating	is	gradually	removed,	until	coming	to	a	stop.	Friction	is	also	used	
in	striding	(or	push-offs).	When	the	inside	or	outside	edge	of	the	skate	blade	edge(s)	pushes	
against	the	ice	surface,	the	Friction	between	ice	and	the	skate	blade	edge(s)	causes	a	force	
that	launches	the	hockey	player	forward	with	Kinetic	Energy.

Skating and 
stopping skills are 
based on science

Fast Skaters have:

•	 deep	knee	flexion	–	before	
each	push-off	with	the	skate	
blade	edge

•	 proper	posture	–	a	forward	
lean	when	skating	forward	
and	a	minimal	forward	lean	
when	skating	backwards

•	 wide	skating	strides
•	 quick	recovery	after	each	

skate	push-off	–	keeping	
the	skate	blade	as	close	as	
possible	to	the	ice	plane	
during	the	recovery	stage	
(pulling	the	leg	back	after	the	
push-off)

•	 efficient	arm	movement	to	
complement	each	skate	edge	
push-off

•	 ability	to	finish	each	push-off	
with	the	toe-portion	of	the	
skate	blade

•		 forward,	inward,	and	outward	
ankle	flexion	to	create	more	
edge-friction	when	needed

•	 balance	and	efficient	skate	
edges	while	executing

•		 amazing	stick	skills
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MMSP Hockey measures and assesses a 
hockey player’s ability

The	MMSP	Hockey	Plan	scientifically	measures	a	
player(s)/team	‘skill-set’	on-ice	and	then	designs	a	‘skills-
plan’	that	incorporates	specific	skating-edge,	and	stick	
skill	patterns	with	a	sequential		approach	(a	beginning	to	
end	process	combining	skate	and	stick	patterns)				
							supported	by	a	‘correction	process’	to	‘fast-track’	
																player(s)/team		to	become	more	‘skill-efficient’.

MMSP	Hockey	turns ‘skill-deficiencies’ into ‘efficiencies’.		This	is	the	quickest	way	to	becoming	a	
skilled	hockey	player/team.	The	MMSP	Plan	is	based	on	the	body’s	interaction	between	the	eyes,	brain,	
nervous-system,	muscles,	bone	structure,	skates,	hockey	stick,	puck,	and	other	player(s)	on	the	ice.	

The	Plan	trains	body	movements	called	neurological	skill	patterns.	Every	‘single’	skill	pattern	of	93	(57	
skating	skill	patterns-	22	stickhandling	patterns	-	8	passing	patterns	-	6	shooting	patterns)	is	executed		
to	build	‘muscle	memory’.		When	enough	neurological 	memory	is	created	between	the	brain	and	
muscle,	the	execution	becomes	‘automatic’.		Automatic Mode enhances players’ vision skills.

Continued	skill	execution	enhances	‘fine	and	gross	motor	skills’	for	a	quicker	and	more	efficient	
movement.		The	skill	combinations	(skate	and	hockey	-stick)	are	too	numerous	to	mention	.	.	.		
for	example,	the	execution	of	one	skate-skill	pattern	out	of	a	possible	57	skate-edge	patterns	(an	
inside-skate	edge	‘c’	cut	with	an	anchor)	can	use	six	different	neurological	hockey-stick	positions.	

‘Neurological	Execution	Efficiency’		is	the	main	ingredient	in	‘skate	-edge-speed’	and	creative	‘stick-
hands’.

MMSP 
measures the
on-ice skills 
of players 
and teams

How MMSP Works and Trains 5



There is a need for a new developmental plan for hockey.  

“MMSP training is the answer for the future of hockey, because it is neurologically-
based and addresses the fundamentals of the game.		It	will	train	players	to	develop	skills,	
keep	players	in	the	game	longer	due	to	interest,	fun,	and	injury	reduction,		provide	a	greater	
return	on	investment	for	clubs	and	organizations,	and	create	more	entertainment	value	for	
the	fan.”				

Dan Selin, Consultant in hockey development and skills training

MMSP Hockey: 
•	scientifically trains hockey players	to	become	skilled	
•	trains	players	to	react	to	unpredictable	puck-travel	in	the	quickest	/most	efficient	way
•	is	the	first complete Hockey-Plan	that	has	a		beginning	and	an	end	process	
•	assesses	a	player’s	neurological	vision	(head-position),	skating,	and	hockey	stick	skills
•	identifies	players’	efficiencies	and	deficiencies
•	provides	a	correction process	to	aid	players	to	overcome	their	deficiencies
•	reduces chance of injuries,	benefiting	players/coaches/teams	

Hockey.

A game so 
unpredictable 
requires 
skillset – 
not more
predictable 
patterns.

MMSP
delivers.

The Future for Hockey is in the Development of More Skilled Players 6



How you 
practice 
is how 
you play.

MMSP 
practices
skills, 
not robotic
drills.

MMSP Focuses on ‘Individual’ Player Development

MMSP is also the future of hockey training because its focus is first on 
‘individual’ player development and then on ‘team’ development.

MMSP	will	produce	more	skilled	players	using	science	as	the	foundation	to	training!

The	game	of	hockey	is	the	fastest,	multidirectional,	skill-demanding	game	in	the	world	.	.	.	
and	it’s	getting	faster,	with	bigger	and	stronger	players!	It’s	also	the	most	unpredictable	
(puck	and	player	movement)	game	in	the	world!	MMSP	Hockey	trains	players	and	teams	to	
meet	the	demands	of	speed	and	unpredictability.

No	need	to	change	the	game.	We	simply	need	to	change how we prepare	for	game-play.
We need to change how we practice.

The	game	of	hockey	world-wide	has	more	skilled	players	then	ever	in	the	history	of	hockey.		
For	this	reason	practices	need	to	change.	“How	you	practice	is	how	you	play”	is	one	of	the	
most	used	phrases	in	sport.	Therefore,	if	hockey	practices	focus	on	systems,	structure,	and/or	
choreographed	drills,	you	are	not	preparing	players	for	tomorrow	‘s	game.
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MMSP can
create skilled, 
individual 
players . . . 
quickly

Then it’s up 
to the player 
whether 
he/she wants 
to play to 
compete.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Characteristics of a Skilled Hockey Player 

MMSP Hockey has identified 7 characteristics in a skilled player. 

A	fast	skater	mastering	all	the	skating	patterns	in	combination	utilizing	edge	
speed	and	edge	transition	speed.

A	great	stickhandler,	mastering	all	the	stick	patterns	while	executing	all	of	the	
skate	patterns.

A	hard	and	accurate	passer.

A	quick,	hard,	and	accurate	shooter.

Possesses	impeccable	read	and	react	skills	with	the	puck.

Has	great	timing	and	communication	skills	without	the	puck	—	knowing	when	
and	where	to	go.

Has	a	great	work	ethic—	plays	the	game	with	heart	and	competes

MMSP’s Hockey Plan builds the first 6 characteristics.
The 7th is up to the individual player.
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MMSP Hockey practices focus on individual skills and creativity.	The	
underlying	goal	of	MMSP	is	to	better	prepare	the	player(s)	to	be	faster	and	quicker	with	great	
stick	skills	and	enhanced		‘read	and	react’	skills.		Play Heads-up Hockey . . . Play Safer!

The	‘	MMSP	Practice-Plan’,		includes	a	skill(s)-execution,	an	analysis,	correction,	and	a	repetition	
process	for	each	player	to	be	able	to	play	more	efficiently.		

Read below: This is why individual skills training trumps drills and systems:

hockey 

Without 
skilled, 
individual 
players, 
teams will 
suffer.

When teams 
suffer, the 
whole game 
suffers... at 
every level.

“.....The	greatest	misuse	of	drills	is	in	the	learning	of	skills.	It	is	usually	believed	
that	by	doing	different	drills	the	athlete	will	learn	more	effective	skill	technique.	
However,	just	because	the	athlete	does	a	drill	that	involves	a	certain	aspect	of	
technique,	it	doesn’t	mean	that	he	will	master	or	incorporate	that	action	into	his	
technique.	In	fact,	most	often	it	is	just	the	opposite!

The	only	way	that	true	learning	or	improvement	of	the	skill	can	take	place	is	to	first	
master	the	skill	and	then	visualize	how	the	movement	occurs	in	the	execution	of	
the	skill.	In	this	way	the	player	can	become	cognizant	of	what	is	taking	place.	Merely	
doing	the	drills	(as	most	often	occurs)	does	not	provide	an	automatic	transfer	or	
reinforcement	of	the	skill’s	neuro-muscular	coordination	pattern.....”	

Dr. Yessis of ‘Sportlab’...doctoryessis.com

Individual Skills and Creativity vs Robotic Drills and Systems

Skilled hockey players need to continually train their neurological movements on a weekly basis or they will suffer 
reduced muscle memory and become less efficient in skills execution.   MMSP Training – an individual on-going process.
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MMSP

8 main skate-edge 
markings

57 skating patterns

22 stick patterns

plus...

MMSP	Hockey	has	identified	that	there	are	‘8	main’	skate-edge	markings	in	57	skating	skill	
patterns	which	are	needed	to	play	hockey.	

MMSP	Hockey	is	figure	skating	based	but	has	more	skate	edge	patterns	than	figure	
skating.		MMSP’s	focus	is	on	skate-edge	balance,	efficiency,	and	body	mechanics.		MMSP	
Hockey	prefers	the	term	‘edge-skating	efficiency’	instead		of	‘power	skating’.		MMSP	
Hockey	analyzes	skate-edge	markings	carved	into	the	ice.		MMSP’S	57	skate-edge	
patterns	comprises	‘all’	the	skating	skills	used	in	hockey.		Player(s)	train	the	following:			

57 Skating Skill Patterns            																																																																																																																									
	 2		 Linear	patterns																																																																																																																	
	 12		 Stopping	patterns																																																																																																																				
	 2		 Lateral	patterns																																																																																																																				
	 16		 Curve-linear	patterns																																																																																																																		
	 4		 Crossover	patterns																																																																																																																		
	 9		 Start	patterns																																																																																																																									
	 8		 Pivot	patterns																																																																																																																			
	 4			 360-degree	patterns              																																																																																																												

MMSP	Hockey	uses	the	first	‘number-system’		to	train	the	stickhandling	skills	around	
the	entire	body.	A	big	advantage	in	the	MMSP	Hockey		program,	is	that	the	off-ice	
stickhandling	training	program	is	the	same	as	on-ice	program.		MMSP’s	22	stickhandling	
skill	patterns	trains	‘all’		the		stickhandling	skills	needed	to	play	hockey.									
																											
22 Stickhandling Skill Patterns 																																																																																																																																									
	 7			 Horizontal	puck	patterns																																																																																																	
	 4		 360-degree	puck	patterns																																																																																																		 	
	 4		 Diagonal	puck	patterns		
	 2		 ‘V’	puck	patterns																																																																																																																				
	 2	 ‘L’	puck	patterns																																																																																																																 	
	 2	 Vertical	puck	patterns																																																																																																								
	 1	 Multiple	combination	pattern

MMSP Hockey Plan 10



8 passing patterns

6 shooting skills

6 one-on-one 
battles

... it all adds up to 
one skilled hockey 
player

MMSP Hockey 
individual player 
skill-execution 
and assessment 
process: 

1  Select skate and/or stick 
pattern(s)

2  Inform players on pattern(s)-
empowering players 

3  Demonstration of skill 
pattern(s) by coach /mentor

4  Player execution

5  Analysis and correction 
given by coaches and 
or mentors after player 
execution

6  Player repetition with more 
correction without a puck 
and with a puck.

7 Once player(s) start to 
master individual skate 
and stick patterns, start to 
use multiple patterns (also 
known as combination 
pattern training).

8 passing skills:
	 Sweep	pass	(forehand)									
	 Sweep	pass(backhand
	 Snap	pass
	 Flip	pass
	 Saucer	pass
	 Board	pass
	 Skate	pass
	 Slap-shot	pass

6 shooting skills:
	 Wrist	shot
	 Slap	shot
	 Backhand	shot
	 Snap	shot	
	 One-timer-slap	shot																																																																																																																																													
						One-timer	wrist	shot

All of the aforementioned skills are to be trained to 
prepare for the 6 One-on-One Battles
Players	train	in	one-on-one	battles	in	‘6’	different	zones	
of	the	ice	
	 Face-offs		
	 Behind	Net	&	in	the	Corners
	 At	the	Blue	Line
	 Along	the	Boards
	 On	Net/Goalie
	 In	Open	Ice	zones

MMSP Hockey measures vision efficiencies through
Neurological Patterns. There	are 3 Vision Patterns	to	
train	in	order	to	play	heads-up	hockey	while carrying 
the puck in different skating patterns:	
•	 Looking	left	
•	 Looking	right
•	 Looking	straiht	ahead
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 The MMSP Hockey Player Developmental Plan

Element 1
Muscles

Element 2 
Skating Skill 
Patterns

Element 3
Stick Skill 
Patterns

Element 4
Memory

Start	here	for	the	only
Developmental Plan	that	
creates	a	Skilled Hockey 
Player	and	reduces	head	
and	body	injuries.	Combined	
with	education	and	
proper	equipment,	
MMSP	on-ice	
training	plays	
the	lead	role	in	
reducing head 
and body 
injuries.

Vision Patterns: As a player sees an opportunity for an action, a message is sent by the 
nervous system to the  brain to determine which muscles are required to execute that action.  

Muscles and Bones: The muscles a player uses to move the skates and stick to 
perform the action are supported by the skeletal system (bones).  

The nervous system sends a message back to the brain on the status of each action.  

This process is repeated instantly for every action a player executes, 
becoming automatic over time, and laying the groundwork for safer 
“heads-up” play — muscle/memory.  Remember muscle/memory is not 
stored in the muscles, but memory stored in your brain.

Understand the muscles 
your body relies on to play 
hockey

Train the 57 Skating 
Skill Patterns identified 
by MMSP

Train the 36 Stick 
Skill Patterns identified
by MMSP

Muscle/Memory: How it works

Learn to play in 
Automatic Mode

 6
One-on-One Battle Zones 

of any hockey game
(see	diagrams	next	page)

Train Elements 
2, 3, and 4 

and put them to 
the test in the 

Element 1:  Muscles are the foundation to building balance, strength, and speed.  Off-ice muscle training needed to complement the muscles used in the 93 skill patterns. 
Elements 2 & 3: Each pattern has an assigned number.  Train the 57 skating and 36 stick skill patterns individually and in combination in the 6 one-on-one battles.
Element 4:  Memory is the key to learning to play in Automatic Mode  and allows a player to fully use his/her on-ice vision and reduces head and body injuries.

Vision	/	Eyes	(peripheral	nervous	system)

Nervous	System

Brain	(central	nervous	system)

Muscles

Bones

Skates	

Stick

A
B

B

C

C

D

D

E
E F

F

G

G

A
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Completion
of training

MMSP

With 
ongoing

practice, a 
player

is capable
of playing

safer, 
heads-up
hockey in

Automatic
Mode

Systems DrillsEach of the six One-on-One Battles uses different combinations of skating and 
stick skills to produce a skilled hockey player.

Element 2 
Skating Skill 
Patterns

Element 3
Stick Skill 
Patterns

Element 4
Memory

 The 6 One-on-One Battle Zones 13
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DVD

7953

MMSP 22 StickSkills

Penney&Company

1	 The	first	Neurological	Skill	Development	Plan	that	is	defined	and	articulated	in	2	DVD	sets	
for	Coaches,	Parents,	Players,	and	Mentors.

2		 MMSP	is	designed	in	such	a	way	that	every	Neurological	Skill	Pattern	has	a	number	for	
reference.	This	pattern-number	system	is	used	in	helping	each	player	identify	what	skill(s)	
they	can	execute	efficiently	and	which	skills	they	need	to	work	on.	Whether	it’s	skating	or	
stickhandling.

3	 During	training	players	receive	‘skill	correction’	designed	to	accelerate	Skill	Development.	
The	‘skill	correction’	is	always	communicated	to	the	player(s)	and	in-turn	empowers	them	
on	exactly	what	they	have	to	work	on	for	improved	Skill	Development.	No	more	guessing.

4	 MMSP	is	the	Science	in	Skill	Development;	therefore,	there	is	no	guess	work	in,	“How	to	
become	a	Skilled	Hockey	Player”.	Players	become	fast	skaters	with	amazing	stickhandling	
skills.	As	well,	they	develop	impeccable	
Read	and	React	skills	with	amazing	
Timing	and	Communication	Skills.

5	 MMSP	is	training	exactly	how	the	game	
of	hockey	is	played.	Therefore;	“how	you	
practice	is	how	you	play”.

6	 MMSP	will	change	the	focus	from	
conventional	drill	practices	to	
Neurological	Skill	Pattern	practices.

7 Advantages 
to train MMSP 
Hockey

Advantages of MMSP Hockey Training

7	 MMSP	is	‘Scientific’	and	‘Game	Specific’	training	(for	the	One-on-
One	Battles	during	a	game).	Through	muscle	memory,	players	
learn	to	play	hockey	with	their	‘head-up’	when	handling	the	
puck.	MMSP	will	reduce	unintentional/intentional	injuries	to	the	
head	(concussion)	and	or	body.		Therefore;	all	players	on	the	ice	
will	benefit	from	a	single	player	who	has	trained	using	MMSP	–	
because	many	injuries	in	hockey	stem	from	two	players	making	
unintentional/intentional	contact.	When	one	player	‘reduces	the	
risk’	of	contact	that	may	cause	injury	due	to	“heads-up”	play,	two	
players	benefit.

MMSP 57 skating skills double DVD set (above) and 22 stickhandling skills DVD (below)
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•	 MMSP	Hockey	Training	is	the	only	preventative/proactive	training	to
	 minimize/reduce	intentional	&	unintentional	injuries	&	concussions																																																																																																																											

•	 pro	players	have	a	longer	hockey	career	and	play	safer	
	
•			 players	have	less	injuries;	hence	less	cost	to	teams																																																																																																																										

•		 more	team	puck-possession	time
																																																																																																		
•	 increase	in	team	speed	–	faster	skaters	who	move	the	puck	quicker.
	 team	speed	wins	games!																																																																																																																						

•	 win	more	one-on-one	battles

•				 enhanced	puck-protection	skills																																																																																																	

•		 higher	pass-completion																																																																																																																																		
																									

•	 quicker	and	more	agile	edge-skaters	with	more	balance	(stronger	on	the	puck),	
especially	in	small	areas	of	the	ice																																																																																				

	•			 develop	quicker	hands	–	therefore,	pass	and	shoot	harder	with	more	accuracy														
																																																																																																								
•	 reduce	injuries	–	a	more	efficient	skater	with	neurological	training	allows	player	to	

play	heads-up	hockey	

•	 more	efficient	power	play	–	more	efficient	edge	skaters	with	more	effective	
stickhandling	and	passing	skills								

																																																																																																																																																												
•	 better	‘read	and	react’	skills	or	enhanced	hockey	‘IQ’

•	 efficiency	increases	a	player’s	‘lactic	(acid)	threshold’
On Goalie

Face Offs

Along
Boards

Behind Net
                      and in the 

  Corners
  

  
in the

Open Ice 
Zones 

2

4

5

1

6

3

at the
Blue Line

Training the skate 
and stick skills 
needed to win the 
one-on-one battles 
is needed to win 
games!

The Benefits of MMSP Hockey Training 15



MMSP Hockey: Conclusion

The benefits of 
training MMSP
Hockey spreads 
throughout the 
entire hockey 
culture

For Organizations, Teams, Owners, and Coaches 
the	Benefits	of	a	player	training	MMSP
•	 Better	players
•	 Better	Hockey
•	 Less	players	Injured	on	roster
•	 Better	ROI
•	 Less	line	juggling	(due	to	injury)
•	 More	exciting	play	-	pandering	to	the	fans
•	 More	seats	sold	(at	home	and	away)	-	benefits	whole	league
•	 Fans	buy	merchandise	of	star	players
•	 Increase	in	concession	sales
•		 Player	is	more	likely	to	stay	enrolled	in	hockey

For Players
The	Benefits	of	a	player	training	MMSP
play	more	efficiently
•		 Better	ROI	
•	 Less	injuries
•	 Less	injuries	to	team	mates	and	opposition	(value	of	heads-up)
•	 More	entertainment	value
•	 More	demand	for	a	highly	skilled	player
•	 Improves	team	mates	+/-
•	 Star	quality	=	product	endorsement	=	$$$
•	 Have	more	fun

For Fans
The	Benefits	of	a	player	training	MMSP
•	 Reason	to	buy	tickets
•	 Better	entertainment	value
•	 Less	injuries	to	their	favourite	players
•	 Give	young	players	someone	to	emulate	(keep	kids	in	hockey)
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MMSP Ho ckey         

705	471 6604
mmsphockey@gmail.com
mmsp.ca

“ The game of  ho ckey is  not  complic ated. . . 
i t ’s  sk i l led!

“For	the	most	part,	players	know	where	to	go	on	the	ice,	
but	they	sometimes	don’t have the skills to execute a 
play	or	to	be part of a play.		Without	the	skills, they are 
not an effective part of the game-play.”

Dan Selin

Hockey Skills Consultant/Specialist
Dan Selin
Individual Players • Teams • Organizations
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DVD

7953

MMSP 22 StickSkills

Penney&CompanyInstructional	DVDs	for	57 Skating Skills 
and	22	Stickhandling Skills	are	available
on	mmsp.ca


